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Corporate bonds are a cornerstone of the investment world and one of the largest components of the U.S. bond market, according to Investor.gov. Here’s a guide for understanding corporate bonds. What Are Corporate Bonds? When investors buy corporate bonds for sale, they are essentially lending money to the business issuing the bond, which
functions like an IOU. When the bond matures, or comes due, usually the company must pay back the amount that was lent, known as the principal, in addition to interest, according to Investor.gov. Uses of Corporate Bonds New corporate bond offerings proceeds are used for a variety of purposes, from investing in research to refinancing debt,
according to Investor.gov. The amount that a business may need to grow and fund operations may be more than what a bank can provide, which is a top reason for the $41 trillion U.S. bond market, according to Forbes.com. Comparison to Stocks When you buy stocks, you have partial ownership in the company and receive dividends, but this is not
the case when you buy bonds, according to Forbes.com. Therefore, for bond holders, investments are limited to receiving interest and the principal on the bond, even if the company’s stock price rises or falls. This is why buying bonds is generally considered less risky than buying stocks, states Investor.gov. The company, however, must still meet the
legal obligation and corporate governance to the bondholder, even in the event of a bankruptcy, according to Investor.gov. Risks of Corporate Bonds When you buy bonds, there’s a risk that the company will default on its bonds. Therefore, it’s important consider top rated corporate bonds and to look at corporate bond rates chart as assigned by credit
rating agencies before buying its bonds, states Investor.gov. Bonds with a longer-term maturity tend to have higher interest rates but are usually considered to be riskier than short- or medium-term bonds. Type of Interest Payments Bonds can pay a fixed interest rate, which is referred to as the coupon rate. This fixed rate doesn’t fluctuate even if
there are changes in the market interest rate. However, some bonds have floating rates that change based on market interest rates. Other bonds, known as zero-coupon bonds, pay no interest rate, but when the bond matures, the bondholder is paid back more than the initial principal payment, explains Investor.gov. MORE FROM ASKMONEY.COM
Use this worksheet for reviewing or assessing your students' understanding of how to write chemical formulas and name binary and tertiary ionic compounds. Your students will love the activity as a more interactive and engaging alternative to a traditional worksheet. Perfect for February and Valentine's Day! Check out the preview for a complete
view of the download. Keywords: science, chemistry, physical science, compounds, ionic, cation, anion, gain, lose, positive, negative, binary,Page 2Introduction to Chemistry, Physical change, Chemical change, Significant figures, Measurement, Classification of matter, DISTANCE LEARNINGThis lesson plan bundle provides approximately 2 weeks of
instruction on the basic fundamentals of chemistry. Organized, attractive, and engaging lessons will help your students build a strong foundation to study chemistry all year long. Topics include: scientific method, classification of matter, significant figures, physical/chemical properties and changes,Page 3Description: This final exam review bundle
includes a 16-page review packet of material usually covered in the second semester of chemistry. Topics include:-Types of chemical reactions (S, D, SR, DR, C)-Stoichiometry calculations (Including particles and volume conversions, and limiting reactants)-Thermochemistry topics (thermochemical equations, q=mcΔT, Hess’s Law, energy
conversions)-States of Matter topics (Kinetic theory for S, L, G, phase changes, IM forces)-Gas Laws (Boyle, Charles, Gay-LuPage 4What's the Matter? Need engaging activities to teach matter? Then this unit is for you! This is a science matter unit plan most appropriate for 4th- 6th. Includes lesson ideas, plans, experiments, observation sheets, and
vocabulary cards.Lesson 1: Parts of an Atom (protons, neutrons, electrons, nucleus, and orbital)Lesson 2: Solids, Liquids, and GasesLesson 3: State Changes (Solids, Liquids, and Gases)Lesson 4: Mixtures & SolutionsLesson 5: Density (Sinking & Floating)Like What You See?Page 5SAVE 33% on this Big, Year Long Bundle that contains 16 complete
sets of Chemistry Task Cards covering: (1) the atom, (2) acids/bases/pH, (3) solutions, (4) the mole, (5) thermochemistry, (6) gas laws, (7) oxidation-reduction, (8) empirical and molecular formulas, (9) stoichiometry, and (10) ionic and covalent bonding, (11) conversions & measurement, (12) chemical reactions, (13) electron configurations, (14) the
periodic table, (15) writing chemical equations from word equations, and (16)Page 6This NGSS bundle has everything you need for Structure and Properties of Matter (complete distance learning unit), PS1.B PS3.A Chemical Reactions Google Ready Bundle (complete distance learning unit) Chemical Reactions, Definitions of Energy, States of Matter,
Periodic Table, Chemical Reactions, Conservation of Mass, Conservation of Energy and Energy Transfer. I include a very detailed Scope and Sequence with links to resources in the bundle for easy lesson planning, 3 editable tests, atoms, elePage 7This download contains three Chemistry orientated bundle; "The Atom Word Wall Coloring Sheets (8
pgs.)", "Chemical Bonding w/t Atom and Molecule Word Wall Coloring Sheets (6 pgs.)" and "Six Types of Chemical Reactions Word Wall Coloring Sheets (6 pgs.)"The Science words in these three bundles are atom, ion, cation, anion, isotope, proton, neutron, electron, covalent bond, ionic bond, metallic bond, hydrogen bond, molecule, acid-base
reaction, double replacement reaction, combustion, single replaPage 8These high school chemistry worksheets are full of pictures, diagrams, and deeper questions covering atoms versus ions, isotopes, the history of the atom (Dalton, Rutherford, Bohr), calculating atomic mass from isotope data, reading chemical symbols, types of radioactive decay,
balancing nuclear equations, and more advanced topics like quarks and other small subatomic particles! This unit is designed to help students build up the basic vocabulary they will use all year to help them describe chePage 9These high school chemistry worksheets are full of pictures, diagrams, and deeper questions covering all aspects of solutions
and equilibrium! This unit is meant to cover the basics of solvents, solutes, saturation, solubility, more-in-depth with precipitation reactions, Keq, Kp, Ksp, molar solubility calculations, ICE (Initial Change Equilibrium) Charts, Le Chatelier, and a lot more!This unit is designed with the more advanced (mainly pre-AP and AP Chemistry) students in mind,
as most regularPage 10Vandalism at the Spa Double LabThis terrific 2 lab product can be used pretty much anywhere during the school year in chemistry or during the chemistry section of physical science. On day 1, students identify the chemical and physical properties of ordinary household materials – powdered detergent booster, baking soda,
starch, talc, sugar, plaster of Paris, baking soda, salt, etc. On the second day, in a separate lab, they solve a vandalism crime using their data from the first day. I've gottPage 11Your students will love practicing calculations of subatomic particles with this pre-made bingo game. The teacher draws a card with the name of an element and calls its name.
Student then use a periodic table to find its atomic number, mass number, protons, neutrons, and electrons. When students find a corresponding number, they place a token. File includes 30 different bingo boards with numbers already filled in, a sheet of element names that can be cut out for calling bingo, and a call shePage 12These fabulous digital
Chemistry activities are intended to help the teacher during transitions in class while providing students with relevant Chemistry topics that will reinforce what they are learning in class! Some of the unique activities include using emojis in chemical equations and math computation, creating memes, videos, creating Instagram posts, online games,
drawings, peer activities, creating Facebook posts, adding word bubbles to famous scientists, creating comic strips and SO MUCHPage 13Fun science borders and clip art to create fabulous science resources. Periodic table, DNA, chemistry glassware - test tubes, beakers, conical flasks, round flask, measuring cylinders. Lovely versatile designs which
you can use to liven up worksheets, handouts, certificates, posters and task cards. Fun and colorful designs for science resources! The laboratory glassware and periodic table border / frame designs come in two flexible formats – portrait and landscape . The DNA Spiral design is porPage 14This Task Card set of 28 cards will help your students master
a variety of thermochemistry concepts and calculations. Topics covered include: endothermic vs exothermic, heat stoichiometric calculations, using specific heat formula to find mass, specific heat, heat, and temperature, heating and cooling curves, calculating change in enthalpy in a calorimeter, and more. Task cards are great for station work, for
early finishers, or for extra practice. The cards print 6 per page, color or black aPage 15This bundle includes macromolecules, tests, practice quizzes, graphing, multiple labs and experiments, stations, and worksheets for topics ranging from oxytocin to lipid identification to Murder Mystery Meal labs. These files can enhance the chemistry or biology
you are already teaching, or become the basis for a new unit on nutrition. I have taught these lessons and labs in 8th grade, 9th grade, and 10th grade classes, but they can be adapted for any level.Page 16Updated with current IUPAC nomenclature. This self-instructional unit with step-by-step instructions, examples, problems and room for student
answers, is an effective introduction to organic chemistry nomenclature especially for senior/AP biology, biochemistry, and chemistry students. Use it prior to your unit on biochemistry/functional groups. This package covers the following compounds: alkanes, alkenes, alkynes, aromatics, alcohols, organic acids, esters, aldehydes, ketones, ethers,
aminesPage 17Make learning and reviewing Chemistry vocabulary more fun! This interactive and engaging activity focuses on atoms, the periodic table of elements, elements and compounds, physical and chemical changes, and much more important vocabulary from your Chemistry Unit. This activity is perfect for small group instruction, partner
work, stations/rotations, or independent study. Save $$$ by purchasing the bundle!This product is included in our Science Domino Review BundleIncluded in this activity isPage 18This product includes everything you need to set up an organized chemistry review with stations covering topics such as, chemical and physical changes, components of
chemical equations (vocabulary review), modeling formulas, recognizing balanced and unbalanced equations, modeling chemical equations, fill-in-the-blanks atomic structure vocabulary, atomic structure table (with element name, symbol, atomic mass, atomic number, protons, neutrons, electrons), building an atom model, and chemical reacPage
19This product includes the Biochemistry Unit Lesson Plan topics - 21 files. Each topic contains a PowerPoint presentation, Notes Outline, Homework Assignments, Vocabulary, Lab Lessons, Quizzes, Test Prep Question bundles, and a Unit Exam. In total, there is 1 PowerPoint Presentation Lesson Plan, 1 Notes Outline, 7 Homework Assignments, 1
Vocabulary Transparency, 4 Laboratory Lessons, 4 Quizzes, 2 Test Prep Bank Questions and 1 Exam. All individual components of this curriculum can be purchased aPage 20Everything you need for a successful Chemistry Calculations Unit! Five complete lessons: each lesson includes student notes, detailed teacher notes, check for understanding exit
tickets, and homework. Also, included in this Mega Unit Bundle are labs, quizzes, and a chemistry board game - Conversion. And finally, a colorful, illustrated unit study guide with student answer sheet and editable unit test are included. This study guide can be used as a group study guide or an individual study guide.Page 21This set contains
Periodic Table tiles for all 118 elements to use for personal, commercial, and educational use. Each file is included as a png, jpg, and pdf. This is perfect for preparing chemistry worksheets and products, bulletin boards, posters, and powerpoint presentations. Each periodic tile contains the atomic number, atomic symbol, element name and atomic
mass (molar mass). All images are black and white, and high quality (600ppi) for easy printing. Looking for periodic tiles witPage 22This is a product to help students review some of the important aspects of the chemistry of life. Topics touched on in this review include:- Properties of water (cohesion, adhesion, surface tension, specific heat, polarity)pH (scale, acids, bases, buffers)- Macromolecules (proteins, lipids, carbohydrates, nucleic acids)Page 23Stretch your students' lateral thinking while also reinforcing chemistry content with these Chemistry Puzzles. This set of 10 activities use logic puzzles, mad libs jokes, and a maze to reinforce types of reactions, energy in reactions, elements, & the
periodic table. Use these puzzles as bellringers, homework, classwork, group work, guided practice, content enrichment, group/class competition (who can finish first), sub work, early finishers.Included in this set:Types of Reactions (1 puzzlePage 24Big Kid Coloring Pages for Chemistry! These are great for back to school, first day, binder covers,
after a test, anchor activity, sub plan supplement, or review. Black line master in full page and half sheet for use in interactive notebook. **Look for MORE Big Kid Coloring Pages COMING SOON!**TOPICS COVERED:ChemistryAtoms & MoleculesMatter & ChangeEvidence of Chemical ReactionTrends of the Periodic Table of ElementsBohr
ModelProtons, Neutrons, and ElectronsAtomic Number & Atomic MPage 25Make teaching Anatomy & Physiology easy with this combined unit and daily lesson plan that covers 7 blocks or 12 periods of a secondary A & P course. SIOP, gifted, and differentiation strategies are embedded and easily identified throughout. Lessons are differentiated
according to learning style, grouping, and language ability. Both content and literacy standards as well as key vocabulary words, essential questions, activating strategies, instructional strategies, and summarizing stratPage 26This is a fully developed and editable Course broken down into units and lessons. Lessons are designed and organized around
the 5E (Engage, Explore, Explain, Extend, Evaluate) Model. Most lessons include: Multiple Engage Options (videos, readings, images), Multiple Explore Options (labs and activities), A Standards Based PowerPoint Lesson, (Fully incorporates both NGSS, and College Boards Chemistry Standards)A Screen-cast Video of the lesson, Printable Flashcards
(4 for most lessons), Inquiry
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